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About This Game

Burgerwise is a hard working clown. He spends his days spreading horror and terror everywhere he can, smashing up puppies
and dragging their little bodies back to his home to run his heater for the coven of clowns he's shacked up with. He has a few
roommates he could do without though; the Taffy Maker and his annoying hat. That guy who runs the heater is creepy. The
random cloud guy with his dumb mustache. And that robot clown they tried making and then tried flushing down the pipes
because he was so friggin annoying. But he's friends with the other clowns. Mostly. He hates when they touch his burgers

though. Hates it so much he could just...smash them up. Smash them into a million pieces with his hammy ham.

But he can't do that. People would frown on him for that.

One day though, after a stint of puppy smashing, he comes home to find his clown friends dead, weird half-painted monsters
roaming around, and someone has gotten into his BURGERS! Just as he's about to destroy every last one of those monsters, a
light bulb goes off. A wondrous idea pops into his head. He could kill the others. The Taffy Maker and Cloud guy and all of

them! The cops wouldn't question him then...it's so genius, so perfectly diabolical! And he could take their stuff too!

And then he'll find out who broke in. And probably smash them too.

Gameplay

Burgerwise the Clown is a mini metroidvania sidescroller.

There Are Five Bosses In total.
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Four upgrades including double jump, dash, water breathing, and a nice revolver.

Find all the dead clowns, smash them up and eat their hearts to gain more health.
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Fun little game for the price. Could use more types of emenys etc to lenghten game play.. Aargh, nooo, not again, eek,
waaaaaaaaaaaaaa, Bugger. This game brings back memories in school, Superfighters better than ever! Only complaint is enable
dpad movement with the controller!. I recently made the purchase of the Afrika Korps DLC after watching a series of youtube
videos and falling back in love with what makes Panzer General II\/Panzer Tactics\/Panzer Corps a great wargame. This DLC is
basically more of the same. If you liked the single player of Panzer Corps, then you will probably like this DLC. They've also
made a few minor changes that improve the base game.

My only critisms apply to the series overall. The difficultly and setup of the missions is such that you can't win, except at
extremely low difficultlies, without savescumming. This is even more noticable in this DLC where mission objectives change
during the mission forcing even good plans to be worthless.

Also, if you like this buy Unity of Command. The true sucessor.. tl:dr DO NOT PUT ANY MONEY INTO THIS GAME AND
JUST PLAY IT FOR FREE, FALSE ADVERTISING ON CARDS, SIDE STEPPING STEAM TAXES BY LINKING TO A
PERSONAL ARTIST ACCOUNT PATREON SUBSCRIPTION

DO NOT BUY DLC FOR THIS GAME
DO NOT BUY CARDS FOR THIS GAME UNTIL BOOSTERS ARE FREED FROM THIS HOSTAGE SITUATION

The Steam DLC doesn't count towards booster unlock.

In game only to unlock, no in game shop, only in game purchase option goes to a patreon and all discussions end with "just buy
off the market" or they'll even say, "gems", but once again, this is ignoring the very glaring problem of not being able to get the
booster unlock.

The discussion page even has a sticky post that says cards are coming...half a year ago with a n\/t = no text. Clearly, people have
booster capability and the devolper is ignoring questions on how others may also obtain it.

Not being able to unlock booster while others obviously have seals the deal, I know a racket when I see one, but just when you
thought broken and discontinued items on steam were bad enough, this is clearly misadvertised as having "trading cards" when
the low amount and high prices for the cards AND BOOSTERS clearly screams some of somebodies buddies were given the
feature so they can sell the cards while others weren't. At a ransom price for cards in general. ...30 cents for one reg card.

Is this a f2p that I can spend 40 dollars with my steam wallet or a hostage situation?

I'm going to look around for someone to make this right, but for all intents and purposes, DO NOT BUY DLC IF YOU'RE
LOOKING TO UNLOCK BOOSTER, SOMETHING IS TERRIBLY WRONG HERE AND IT STINKS.

What the actual F

Does Gabe know you're side stepping steam sales and are technically mislabeling your product?. This is the first time I have
wished that there was a Neutral button for a review.

The Good:

This game has a great story that pulls you in, a great atmosphere that gives some genuine chills, some well done puzzles and the
objects that you need to find to use to progress make sense.

The Bad:

A very abrupt cliff-hanger ending that leaves your heroine in peril with no sequel in sight. :-( It leaves you feeling as though you
are missing two thirds of the game.

Conclusion:
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Although I enjoyed what there is of it, I was very glad that I didn't pay the full price. If you enjoy hidden object games then you
will enjoy this one but buy during a sale and be prepared to be very annoyed with the abrupt ending.. A really half-hearted,
thrown-together effort.

First, there aren't nearly enough graphics. Monster fights, hentai/stripping scenes, dramatically gaining magical powers, FINAL
CONFRONTATION WITH EVIL, doesn't matter; you'll get text over a location image, frequently a building exterior shot (even
when the text makes it very clear you're indoors -- would a lobby or hallway really have broken the bank?). The game designers
have control over the story; they can make sure the graphics and the story moments calling for graphics match up.

Second, the images that DO exist are too similar to one another. The resort areas look like simple stock graphics. The characters
have changing facial expressions but very few actual different poses, and they're drawn with very little personality. You get arms
at sides, arms up, and mirror images of both, and they're slid to the left and right as a substitute for animation. Again, this is a
game entirely about sexy art -- they should not be skimping on the reason people are buying it!

Third, for a game like this you'd expect the magical girl outfits to be sexy. The only one that's even vaguely appealing is
Ayame's, which is just a leather catsuit with cutouts to show her undies and Gratuitous Buckles. Both of the "good" magical girl
outfits show skin -- less than a swimsuit would -- and they are so. freaking. RIDICULOUS that it's impossible to be aroused by
them. I just feel sorry for them for having to wear such idiotic clothing.

Fourth, lots of little significant touches have been skipped. There are strange bits of translation and stilted language, re-use of
the same words and phrases, blatant typos. Descriptors on dialogue boxes like "blonde girl" are replaced with names
immediately when you learn some characters' names, but not until the character's next appearance for others. Some things don't
make sense; how does a cruise ship get swamped with a wave in clear perfect weather? Why do we see Yuki being "punished"
for wrecking the beach BEFORE she wrecks the beach? Why does Taichi berate himself for not using the spa earlier, when he
DID use the spa earlier? Three words for ya: this is sloppy work.

Even more so than most Sakura games, this feels like it was tossed together to use up some leftover generic art assets with the
minimum possible additional effort.. A great soundtrack from a great game!. Totally rubbish game not to be taken seriously.
Enjoy it for what it was designed for - total arcade mayhem with almost no story or purpose. Gets better if you have good
buddies to play it with.. Edit Januar 27th 2018: The developer has asked me to update this review as they have fixed
some of the issues I've listed. I am not going to alter what I originally wrote as that stands as a review of the product I
played at the time.

They seem to be continuing to work on the game so I recommend checking if the issues I have listed have already been
fixed before making a desicion on buying the game.

The dev said they have implemented key bindings which will go a long way to elliviate the biggest issue I had with the
game.

if any more updates are made you might find info from the comment section of this review where the developer has
been posting a bit.

I also ran into another issue with the game where if you full screen the game on a 16:10 resolution it breaks the UI, this
has not yet been fixed as of this writing according to the devloper and it is not "top priority" to fix it. This was a game
breaking bug for me as I was unable to revert the change after it was done.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This is a first impressions review after having played the game a few hours.

My experience with the game is a bit mixed. Its a fun little incremental game about watching number grow as you
explore the galaxy and build up production buildings on the planets you find. You fly around in a ship which you can
upgrade as you fight a never ending onslaught of enemies.

While the core game play loop is great this game has a SEVERE case of console port going on.
* There are no graphics options.
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* You can't change resoltion (all you can do is ALT+Enter to enable windowed)
* You can't use multiple saves
* The menues are a mess
* The controls are nonsenseical and can't be rebound.

It's painfully obvious that the entire game has been made to be played with a controller and ZERO thought went into
porting it over to keyboard. Playing dual joystick shooters on mouse\/keyboard was never great, but it has never been
this bad either.

There is no mouse support, swapping weapons can only be done with IJKL, forcing you to move your hands to a
random place on the keyboard, boost is set to RIGHT shift; a button I haven't clicked for a game ever before.
Swapping between tabs in the menus uses Shift and Control, something I had to ask the forums to find out.

The game also have some issues with turning on and off controllers while the game is on, so if you run into that I
recommend restarting the game.

All of these problems should be trivial to fix with a patch, but until that happens I recommend getting this game ONLY
if you play with a controller and you don't mind the lack of a proper options menu.

It's a real shame that developers treat the PC platform like this. If you really have no clue how a PC game should be
designed, why not consult someone who does before you release the game?
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For such a cheaply priced game it's very much worth the price and shows quite a bit of talent on the part of the developer.

I'll do some positives and negatives (overall I do love the game)

Positives

+ Great concept the idea of being the sole survivor of a plane crash and having to stumble your way through the game
+ Will likely take 2 hours or about that to finish your first play through with harder modes available.
+ Great visual feedback with things like blood splatter to show injury an even a visual depiction of your character
getting hypothermia to allow you to act before they potentially die.
+ Extremely tense this is closer to a rouge like game as one death and you start again, luckily each time you'll be a bit
better knowing more what to do.
+ Very much a game that rewards exploration but does have more going on
+ Quite extensive options menu (for the price) with Fahrenheit or Centigrade (Celsius) and WASD or Arrow controls

Negatives

- Other than achievements there is none of the other Steam integration features so no screenshots (at least screenshots
didn't work for me)

- The game is a little iffy explaining mechanics E.G. while you can go out gathering you'll normally only get berries and
some food, it's rare you'll get wood. The best way to get wood is to leave your camp and go through the scrolling area.
Or the game saying your body temperature will drop when you sleep without explaining that if you build up your fire
beyond a certain point your body temperature will go up after a sleep. Once you figure it out it's fine but it's a hump.

- RNG can and will screw you a lot. It's somewhat RNG when you'll get certain items from exploring and later in the
game Avalanches are a major way you can get screwed. I can attest to a run of 5+ almost one after another leading to
my losing. On top of that are random bears and the wolves that turn up in different areas later. I'd say this really is a
game where you have to be ok with it totally screwing you over sometimes and this would be a negative for some.

- Could do with a little extra explanation on the option as to what for example Theatre mode does or what changes for
Extreme difficulty

Overall
The game costs so little and seems such good quality with the faults being ones fairly easily overcome or with RNG it's
kind of very subjective as to how much it impacts you I'd say for the price the faults and for the quality on display it's
very easy to overlook those negative points and it makes for quite an enjoyable time.. I've found all of the sparkle
games to play very slowly, with irritating sounds and not much to do.. Sleeping Dogs: Police Protection Pack is DLC
for Sleeping Dogs which includes a repeatable mission, a new outfit, vehicle, and weapon. The mission involves a high
speed chase where you shoot at cars which are chasing your vehicle. The vehicle and weapon are nice, while the outfit is
a bit redundant compared to some other DLC. All in all, this is something for completionists, without much value to
the normal player.. This game runs into all the standard problems that plague the point-and-click genre with the added
insult of making you wait WAY too long for certain animations. That being said, the game had a decent story and
some, SOME, stellar voice acting, in particular I loved Linda and the guitarist. Definitely deserves some of the
"Mixed" reviews, but worth the play. Don't buy this at full price.. 10 out of 10 simulations of colonization of space by
Russians.. It is beautiful! The steam is so realistic, and the cabin is very nice. I highly recomend it. I bought it on sale,
but $19.99 is certainly a good price.. Angels That Kill was killing me with it\u2019s ineptitude within five minutes.

The game\u2019s city may have also been killed, because it certainly feels dead. It\u2019s bland, vacant and every area
looks the same so navigation is frustrating. The map isn\u2019t very helpful because there\u2019s so few distinctive
landmarks. Crows hover over your destination, thankfully, because that\u2019s the only way I could figure out where
to go.

The game\u2019s interiors are so dark that what little is there is difficult to see. There\u2019s not much to interact
with, and I\u2019m not sure why there\u2019s an inventory at all, as I failed to find a single item I was able to take
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with me.

Your character\u2019s movement is glacially slow - \u201crunning\u201d down the long empty roads is a chore. This is
made even more irritating because you need to consume dumpster food to survive. You might spot a dumpster in the
distance and traipse down the lane only to find that it's one you\u2019ve already scraped out. It\u2019s also disruptive
and unnecessary, I had to leave a crime scene to find a garbage-meal before I collapsed where I stood and was forced
through the whole scenario again, and I mean the entire chapter.

Also, it ain\u2019t noire. Noire is more than rain and a monochromatic colour palette, it\u2019s a mood, one that is
largely evoked by music, of which this game has almost none. When it does, it isn\u2019t noire.

While the idea of playing as both suspect and pursuer is a good one, and some aspects of its minimalist presentation
are appealing initially, very little else here works.. I bought this without really reading the description more and I
thought it was going to be similar to Dandelion`s Christmas CD where everyone gets to talk. I didn`t know this was
really just about one character. ToT *sob* It was done really well as usual and I liked that it gave us more insight
about the character. The plus side is that you get the OSTs as well. So if you really like the secret character, you will
definitely like this Drama CD as you personally get to understand his personality and way of thinking a lot more.
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